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Abstract 

The phenomenon of immune escape and diagnostic escape caused by mutations of "a" determinant region is becoming more and 

more frequent. It is now well established that the preS2 region has the highly immunogenicity. However, the mechanism of the 

preS2 as an antigen epitope interacting with antibody have been poorly investigated. The present study simulation analyzed the 

structure and immunogenic activity of the preS2 and predicted key sites for antigen-antibody interactions. Three-dimensional 

structure of the HBV envelope Large (preS1+preS2+S) protein was predicted and optimized using several web tools. Then we 

evaluated the quality of the 3D structure. After that we used protein-protein Docking module in BioLuminate software to analyze 

the docking of antigen antibodies and Residue Scanning in Maestro BioLuminate was used to replace some residues on the 

antigen by Alanine, respectively. Meanwhile, the CHARMm force field in DS software was used for molecular dynamics 

simulation analysis of composite surface interaction. MET120, GLN121, TRP122, ASN123, PHE127 and LEU132 on preS2 are 

key sites for interaction with antibodies. When these sites were replaced with alanine cause a considerable reduction in the 

tightness and stability of protein complexes. And these mutation in the preS2, leading to a reduced binging ability to its 

monoclonal antibody, F124. These data will be beneficial for designing more advanced antibodies. It has practical value in 

guiding experimenters to rationally design and analyze protein-protein interactions. The results of this study may assist in the 

design or development of more effective hepatitis B vaccines.  
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1. Introduction 

Human Hepatitis B Virus (HBV) [1] is a partially 

double-stranded DNA enveloped virus. Its gene size is 

approximately 3.2 kb and its coding region is consisted of four 

overlapping open-reading frames (ORFs) [2]: P gene coding for 

the postulated DNA polymerase, C gene encoding Hepatitis B 

core antigen (HBcAg) and e antigen (HBeAg) [3], X gene [4] 

encoding for the regulatory protein and S gene coding for 

surface antigen (HBsAg) [5]. 

Hepatitis B virus (HBV) immune response is mainly directed 

against hepatitis B surface antigen (HBsAg). The HBV 

envelope consists of three proteins: the major protein S (226 

amino acids); the middle protein M (281 amino acids) and the 

large protein L (389 or 400 amino acids, according to the 

subtype) [5, 6] as shown in Figure 1. It has been reported that 

the most of HBsAg mutations were amino acids on the "a" 

determinant, which may lead to reduce or even eliminate 

vaccine-induced binding of neutralizing antibodies [7]. 

Previous studies have suggested that the PreS2-S region has the 

strongest immunogenicity, which could enhance antibody 
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response to HBsAg, thereby reducing the chance of 

non-responsiveness of vaccines against escape variants, making 

it the most suitable candidate antigen for novel HBV vaccines 

[8]. However, the entire PreS2 region containing 55 amino 

acids is sensitive to protease degradation, which makes 

large-scale preparation difficult [9]. Studies suggested that the 

preS region was closely linked to viral infection [10], 

replication [11], and assembly of viral particles [12, 13], 

especially in the interaction between the virus and host cells 

[10]. Moreover, some studies pointed out that hepatitis B virus 

PreS2 was abundant in T/B cell epitopes and induced a stronger 

immune response than HBsAg, especially in cytotoxic T 

lymphocyte (CTL) responses [14]. Therefore, it can be 

regarded as an important target of virus neutralizing antibodies.  

Over the past few decades, the rapid development of computer 

technology, biological information and structural genomics 

has made a significant contribution to helping researchers 

understand the structural characteristics of proteins [15]. The 

three main techniques used in HBV molecular modeling 

studies can be divided into homology modeling, docking and 

molecular dynamics analysis. All of these modeling 

techniques and bioinformatics methods have contributed to 

development of the Hepatitis B field and treatments. 

Therefore, in the present study, we performed homologous 

modeling of the HBV envelope Large (preS1+preS2+S) 

protein and molecular docking studies of the interaction of the 

preS2 region with antibodies. Furthermore, a virtual alanine 

scan of the antigen-antibody complex is performed to analyze 

the energy changes before and after the mutation. We will 

predict key sites that lead to decreased or increased affinity, 

providing accurate structural simulation information for 

interaction analysis of complexes. 

 
Figure 1. Domains of HBV surface proteins. The domain structures of L, M, 

and S proteins are presented, each domain with different name. The preS2 
includes an epitope that is specific recognized by the monoclonal antibody 

F124. The peptide sequence of the epitope region is presented above the preS2 
domain, with the epitope colored blue. 

2. Materials and Methods 

2.1. Homology Modeling 

To date, there has been no report of 3D structures of the 

HBsAg proteins, or of fragments derived from them. Using 

the amino acid sequence (GenBank accession number 

ABV02806.1) of the HBV envelope Large (preS1+preS2+S) 

protein, Blast was performed to search the most suitable 

homologous structure. The results indicated that there was 

no suitable homologous template structure for homology 

modeling. Therefore, a Phyre2 server 

(http://www.sbg.bio.ic.ac.uk/phyre2/html/page.cgi?id=inde

x) was applied to predict the 3D structure of Large protein. 

The server utilizes HHblits program [16] to collect and align 

homologous sequences and uses PSI-Pred [17] to predict 

secondary structure and both the alignment and secondary 

structure prediction combined into a query hidden Markov 

model (HMM). Subsequently, HHsearch [18] alignment 

algorithm was used to align the HMM with the database of 

known structure HMMs. Regions that are not covered by 

templates are handled by the ab initio components of the 

Poing [19] algorithm, which can significantly improve 

curacy of the model [20]. Finally, a model was generated by 

Phyre2. We used ModRefiner server 

(http://zhanglab.ccmb.med.umich.edu/ModRefiner) [21] to 

refine and optimize the resultant protein structure. To 

quantitatively evaluate the 3D model, two web tools 

including MolProbity 

(http://molprobity.biochem.duke.edu/index.php) and 

structural analysis and verification server (SAVES) 

(http://servicesn.mbi.ucla.edu/SAVES/) were used 

simultaneously. This SAVES provides PROCHECK [22], 

ERRAT [23] and VERIFY 3D [24] programs to verify the 

3D model. 

2.2. Protein-Protein Docking 

It was well established that monoclonal antibody F124 can 

recognized the residues of the pres2 region 120-132 of the 

hepatitis B virus [25]. The 3D structure of F124 was obtained 

from the PDB database (http://www.rcsb.org/ PDB ID:1F11). 

Chain A (a light chain) and chain B (a heavy chain) were 

selected to constitute the antibody FV region. Finally, the 

refined F124 was used to study antigen-antibody docking. 

Antigen-antibody docking [26, 27] calculations were performed 

by the Protein-Protein Docking module in Maestro 

BioLuminate, setting specific regions to ensure that the antigen 

binding region is near the CDRs.  

2.3. Surface Interaction Study 

The "Analyze Protein Interface" module in Discovery Studio was 

used to analyze the interaction of the antigen-antibody complex 

interface [28]. Any residue that has any atom within the specified 

distance of the target residue is considered a neighbor of that 

residue. The cutoff was set to determine the closest interaction 

neighbors for the interaction analysis. The maximum hydrogen 
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bond distance was the default value of 3.4, Maximum Weak 

Hydrogen Bond Distance was the default value of 3.8 and the 

Maximum Salt Bridge Distance was the default value of 4.0. And 

then the CHARMm force field was assigned. 

2.4. Virtual Alanine Mutation Study 

Alanine scanning was operated on the amino acids of major 

domains. Residue Scanning in Maestro BioLuminate was used 

to replace some residues on the antigen by Alanine, respectively. 

Then, the changing values of energy before and after the amino 

acid mutation were obtained. The change in the binding affinity 

[29] of the protein due to the mutation is calculated from a 

thermodynamic cycle, which can be expressed in Figure 2. 

Where R is a receptor, L is a ligand in the parent, and L' is a 

mutant ligand. R + L and R + L' represent isolated receptors and 

ligands. R•L and R•L' represent receptors that bind to the ligand. 

The change in binding affinity is ∆∆G (bind)= 

∆G2-∆G1=∆G4-∆G3. A negative value indicates that the 

mutant binds are better than the parent protein. 

 
Figure 2. The change in protein binding affinity caused by the mutation is 

calculated by the thermodynamic cycle. 

3. Results 

3.1. Prediction and Evaluation of 3D 
Structure of Large Protein 

The predicted three-dimensional structure of Large protein is 

optimized as shown Figure 3. The optimized 3D structure of 

Large protein was submitted to the SAVES v5.0 server to 

obtain PROCHECK evaluation. PROCHECK checks the 

stereochemical quality of a protein structure by analyzing 

residue-by-residue geometry and overall structure geometry. 

The Ramachandran diagram of the final optimized Large 

protein model obtained from PROCHECK revealed that 

72.4%, 22.4%, 1.9% and 3.2% of the residues were located in 

core area, generally reasonable area, acceptable area and 

unreasonable area, respectively as shown in Figure 4. ERRAT 

is a so-called “overall quality factor” for non-bonded atomic 

interactions, with higher scores indicating higher quality. The 

generally accepted range is >50 for a high quality model. The 

ERRAT score for the Large protein model was 51.39%. We 

have also used Verify 3D to determine the compatibility of our 

amino acid sequence (primary structure) and the Large protein 

3D model (tertiary structure). The results showed that 82.00% 

of the residues had a score greater than or equal to 0.2 as 

shown in Figure 4. The results are considered acceptable when 

more than 80.00% of the residues are 0.2. Explain that this 

model passed the Verify 3D test. 

Further quality analysis was performed using the MolProbity 

server. MolProbity score combines the clash score, rotamer 

and Ramachandran evaluations into a single score, 

normalized to be on the same as X-ray resolution. The 

MolProbity Score of the 3D model of the Large protein is 

1.28, which indicates that the model has good resolution. In 

addition, the clash score is 0. The result suggests that 3D 

model structure of the Large protein is the best one among 

structures of comparable resolution. These results indicate 

that we successfully construct a tertiary structure model of 

the HBV envelope Large (preS1+preS2+S) protein in this 

experiment.  

 
Figure 3. A) The Predicted 3D Structure of the Large protein along with a Schematic Representation of the “preS2 Region. B) Total amino acid of Large protein. 

α-Helices are shown in red colors. 
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Figure 4. A) The residues in the core area (red), generally reasonable area (yellow), acceptable area (pale yellow), and unreasonable area (white) of the 

Ramachandran plot ate indicated. B) Verify 3D results of 3D structure. 

3.2. Antigen-antibody Docking Analysis 

In antibody-antigen docking, the receptor is an antibody and 

the ligand is an antigen. The work employed A Fast Fourier 

Transform (FFT) correlation algorithm, which obtained 

samples from all possible orientations of the two structures, 

regardless of applying the constraints. It uses grids to locate 

the optimal poses of the two structures, docking is performed 

as a rigid body optimization, and the flexibility [30] of the 

ligand protein is fully considered. High accuracy in 

protein-protein docking [31]. The docking is constrained to 

the CDR region, which might account in part for the better 

result. The best posture of obtaining the antibody-antigen 

complex is shown in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5. A) The docking model of antigen and antibody. Blue represents antibody protein. The preS2 region on the antigen is marked in a red box and interacts 
with the CDR region of the antibody. B) The interaction of key residues in antigen and antibody. Green dotted lines represent hydrogen bonds, pink dotted lines 

represent Pi-Alkyl interactions, yellow dotted lines represent Pi-sulfur interactions, and light green dotted lines represent Pi-Lone Pair interactions. 

3.3. Hydrogen Bonding and Conjugation 

Analysis 

The "Analyze Protein Interface" protocol provides methods 

for identifying the residues found at a protein-protein interface 

and analyzing the interactions that occur there. In 

intermolecular weak interactions, hydrogen bonding and 

conjugation play an important role in maintaining the spatial 

structure of proteins. In Figure 5, the antigen-antibody 

interaction surface contains a total of 10 Pi interactions and 5 

hydrogen bonds. Table 1 lists all the amino acid residues 

involved in hydrogen bond formation at the antigen-antibody 

binding interface and their hydrogen bond lengths. The 

residues of the pres2 region, Met120, Gln121, Asn123 Phe127 

and Leu132 are specifically recognized by antibodies and 

form hydrogen bonds. The interaction force of these amino 

acids contributes greatly to the stability of the active region 

structure of the antibody-antigen complex. 

Table 1. Analysis of the Surface Interaction Bond between Antigen and Antibody. 

Ag (“PreS2”) Interaction Distance Ab 

Met120:H Convention Hydrogen Bond Interaction 2.7954 Å L: Aal50:O 
Gln275:HE22 Convention Hydrogen Bond Interaction 3.0306 Å L:Asn92:OD1 
Asn123:O Convention Hydrogen Bond Interaction 2.7814 Å L:Tyr49:HH 
Phe127:HA Carbon Hydrogen Bond Interaction 1.9941 Å L:Tyr49:OH 
Gln121:O Carbon Hydrogen Bond Interaction 3.0142 Å L:Ala50:HA 
Trp122 Pi-Alkyl Interaction 5.4218 Å L:Aal51 
Phe127 Pi-Alkyl Interaction 4.8138 Å L:Ala50 
Phe308 Pi-Alkyl Interaction 3.9033 Å H:Ala96 
Pro294 Pi-Alkyl Interaction 4.6247 Å L:Trp94 
Met307 Pi-Alkyl Interaction 4.6035 Å H:Tyr32 
TRP122 Pi-Lone Pair Interaction 2.892 Å L:TYR49:O 
TRP122 Pi-Lone Pair Interaction 2.7763 Å L:TYR49:O 
TRP122 Pi-Lone Pair Interaction 2.5986 Å L:TYR91:OH 
Cys295:SG Pi-Sulfur Interaction 5.9437 Å L:TRP94 
. Cys311:SG Pi-Sulfur Interaction 3.7098 Å H:TYR56 

 

3.4. Hydrophobic Interaction Analysis 

The balance of hydrophobicity and hydrophilicity plays an 

important role in all aspects of protein structure and function 

[32]. Hydrophobic interaction is the main driving force for 

protein folding [33, 34] and the hydrophobicity inside the 

molecule determine the stability of the spiral and folded sheet 

[35]. Because the interaction of water molecules with each 

other is stronger than the interaction of water with other 

non-polar molecules, they play a major role in maintaining 

protein conformation. Figure 6 shows the distribution of 

hydrophobic and hydrophilic amino acid residues on 

antibody-antigen. Blue is a hydrophilic amino acid residue, 

brown is a hydrophobic amino acid residue. The color depth is 

positively correlated with the size of the hydrophilic and 

hydrophobic, and the hydrophilic to hydrophobic range is -3.0 
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to 3.0. The solvent accessible surface area (SASA) at the 

binding interface of the antibody and antigen protein was 

analyzed by the Analyze Protein Interface module in the DS 

software. The Polar Contact Surface Area values at the 

antigen-antibody protein binding interface were 210.78Å2 and 

287.22 Å2, respectively, and the Nonpolar Contact Surface 

Area values were 463.88 Å2 and 337.09 Å2, respectively. 

Furthermore, Table 2 lists the SASA values for partially polar 

residues and non-polar residues at the antibody-antigen 

complex interface. These amino acid residues are all exhibit 

hydrophobic properties and form a strong hydrophobic 

interface between the two proteins. 

 
Figure 6. A represents Large protein, B represents antibody protein, blue is hydrophilic residue and Brown is hydrophobic residue. 

Table 2. SASA values of antigen polar and non-polar residues at the interface of antibody-antigen complex. 

Antigenic protein amino acid residue Accessible surface area Polarity accessible surface area Non-polar accessible surface area 

Aal119 8.86348 0 8.86348 
Met120 38.5714 0 38.5714 
Gln121 69.3283 55.2021 14.1262 
Trp122 95.0264 18.0249 77.0015 
Asn123 20.9841 5.75003 15.2341 
Thr126 11.6747 2.53422 9.14046 
Phe127 47.8229 2.12058 45.7023 
Gln129 9.93633 6.33555 3.60079 
Ala130 18.2571 0.530143 17.727 
Asp133 13.6848 13.6848 0 
Gln275 48.0267 42.764 5.26269 
Thr292 30.363 19.0066 11.3563 
Gly293 28.1178 22.3011 5.81666 
Pro294 16.342 0 16.342 
Cys295 3.44593 3.44593 0 
Thr297 0.55397 0 0.553967 
Cys298 16.0352 0 16.0352 
Ala302 6.9246 0 6.9246 
Ser306 0.253425 0.253421 0 
Met307 45.418 7.85608 37.5619 
Phe308 108.688 3.71101 104.977 
Pro309 5.53967 0 5.53968 
Ser310 1.01369 1.01369 0 
Cys311 23.5394 0 23.5394 
Cys312 6.24523 6.24522 0 

 
3.5. Alanine Scanning Identifies Binding 

Hotspots 

Residue Scanning module in Maestro BioLuminate was used 

to replace the amino acid of the antigen on the binding 

interface with alanine. The result of mutation binding affinity 

(∆Affinity) data is shown in Figure 7, and the positive value 

of ∆ Affinity after alanine mutation is interpreted as a 

potential binding hotspot. Then, from the structural aspect, 

the reason why the Trp122 mutation energy is significantly 

increased can be analyzed. The structure before mutation 

shows that Trp122 has the largest number of Pi bonds, and 

the bond length is relatively short. So the existence of Trp122 

has a strong ability to stabilize the secondary structure. When 

Trp122 is mutated to Ala, all four Pi bonds disappear, which 

greatly reduces the binding stability of the antigen to the 

antibody. According to the interactive amino acids listed in 

Table 2 and the alanine scanning histogram analysis shown in 

Figure 7, we found that amino acids with positive changes in 

binding affinity due to mutations are key antigenic sites that 

interact with antibodies. Furthermore, according to our 
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calculation of the change in the Solvent Accessible Surface 

Area (∆SASA) due to the mutation as shown in Figure 8, 

wherein a positive value indicates an increase in the 

accessible surface area of the agent after the mutation. We 

can see Alanine mutations not only induce local changes in 

protein structure, but also affect affinity and protein stability 

[36]. 

  
Figure 7. Change in binding affinity caused by alanine mutation. 

 
Figure 8. Change in solvent accessible surface area caused by alanine mutation. 

4. Discussions 

The success of the vaccine strategy has been challenged by the 

discovery of mutant hepatitis B viruses showing amino acid 

exchanges in surface protein HBsAg. As a result, the 

combination of vaccine-induced neutralizing antibodies was 

reduced and even abolished [37]. Many researchers [38-41] 

regarded the "a" determinant of HBsAg as a target for 

antibodies and studied the causes that epitope mutation of "a" 

determinant leaded to detection failure. However, the preS2 

region with high immunogenicity was rarely discussed, nor 

was there a study on mutation analysis of the preS1/preS2 

region of the viral genome or its effect on the development of 

hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC). It has been suggested that 

inclusion of the preS2 regions into the vaccines could enhance 

the antibody response to the HBsAg protein which in turn 

circumvented the non-responsiveness to the HBsAg protein 

[42]. The preS2 region was known to be highly immunogenic 

at both B and T cell levels and given rise to neutralizing 

antibodies [43]. The preS2 region contained a polymerized 

albumin receptor site, involving in the virus attachment to 

human hepatocytes and the anti-preS2 antibodies that often 

arisen earlier than the anti-HBsAg ones [14, 44]. Saul et al. [25] 

found that peptide fragments containing the preS2 (120-132) 

sequence successfully competed with native antigen for 

recognition by F124 and shown high affinity for Asn123. 

However, the monoclonal antibody F124 and the peptide 
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preS2 complex have not been resolved to obtain the protein 

structure, and the detailed contribution of the protein 

component of HBsAg in binding to antibodies has not been 

determined [25]. In this research, we used homology modeling 

to obtain a 3D structure of high quality protein. Structural 

Characteristics of Antigen-Antibody Complex was analyzed 

by Computer Simulation. We studied the complex structure 

and energy changes of key amino acids before and after 

mutation. We found that mutations in key amino acids 

influenced the stability and conformation of the protein, as 

well as its own properties and interactions with other proteins. 

Bruss and Ponsel [45] found that the biological activity of 

proteins interacting with other molecules was closely related 

to their 3D structure. 

In our study, when the key amino acid is mutated to alanine, 

the free energy of binding to the monoclonal antibody F124 

varies greatly, and the energy change values of MET120, 

GLN121, TRP122, ASN123, LEU132 are greater than or 

equal to 1 kcal/mol, which is agreement with the results of 

Saul et al. has the same findings as the previous study [25]. 

Therefore, these amino acids are considered to be hotspot 

residues and any mutations in these amino acids may reduce or 

inactive the antigenic activity of the preS2 region. According 

to the study of Mowafy et al. [46], mutations in the 

preS1/preS2 region, which could result in either immature 

preS1 protein or completely, inhibit the translation of the 

preS2 protein. In addition, the molecular dynamics simulation 

results show that the mutation of the hotspot amino acid leads 

to a decrease in the interaction bond formed between the 

antigen and the antibody, reducing in turn the stability and 

tightness of the complex. The tightness of the protein is related 

to the solvent accessible surface area. Figure 6 shows the 

change in the accessible surface area of the solvent caused by 

the mutation. Previous studies have shown that protein SASA 

reduction may increase protein tightness and stability [36, 47, 

48]. In fact, the results of Figure 8 shows that most of the 

mutant amino acids lead to an increase in ∆SASA (total), and 

then reduce the structural stability of the antigen-antibody 

complex. The above analysis shows that the virtual amino acid 

mutation has certain accuracy in predicting key epitopes. 

5. Conclusions 

In summary, this study provides some computer evidence for 

the binding of preS2 region of HBV envelope as a target to 

antibodies. Our analysis of the preS2 region in HBV envelope 

contributes to the development of the epitope vaccine and the 

interpretation of molecular mechanisms. The prediction of 

mutation sites with increased affinity at the interface of the 

antibody helps to guide the affinity maturation of the antibody 

or the maturation and optimization of the therapeutic antibody, 

both of which have important significance for the prevention 

and treatment of the disease. However, the results need to be 

verified by experiments. Moreover, Molecular simulation 

prediction technology of this paper has the ability to guide 

experimenters to rationally design mutant proteins and 

analyze protein-protein interactions. The application value 

provides a certain technical basis for the structural basis, 

immune mechanism, virological characteristics and other 

research work in the process of vaccine design and 

development. 
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